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1.  Abstract 

In a previous application note, “ConfD Integration with  Legacy Systems Using the 
CDB API”, we provided a step by step migration plan to add support for NETCONF 
and RESTCONF to a network element.  A CDB API integration enables legacy systems 
to make full use of ConfD’s NETCONF and YANG support together with ConfD’s CDB 
ACID transactional database, i.e. running and candidate datastores, and two-phase 
commit subscriber mechanism while ensuring consistency of configuration by extending 
transactions to the legacy system. 

This application note covers how ConfD can be introduced alongside the existing legacy 
management infrastructure and synchronized with CDB, so that ConfD CDB and the 
legacy management system will always have the same view of the configuration.

 
2.  Background 
 
While the preferred way of integrating a new or legacy system with ConfD is to adapt all 
applications to the ConfD CDB, Data Provider, and Management Agent APIs (CDB API, DP 
API, and MAAPI), this is not always possible for all legacy systems, at least not in a one-
and-done way. A step-by-step solution is sometimes required. 

Brief Transaction Theory 
Transaction support is built into 
the ConfD core. A transaction 
is a set of actions that fulfills 
the following four properties, 
collectively referred to as the 
ACID properties:  

• Atomicity: A transaction is 
always carried out completely 
or not at all. This principle is 
widely known.  
 

• Consistency: Transactions 
are instantaneous, i.e. the 
actions within a transaction 
are all logically happening at 
the same time. Transaction 
T1 containing actions A and 
B is identical to transaction 
T2 containing actions B and 
A. The transaction manager 
must treat T1 and T2 exactly 
the same, or else it does not 
fulfill the ACID properties, i.e. 
the system does not support 
transactions. 
  

• Independence: All 
transactions executed by a 
transaction manager must be 
executed in sequence, one at 
a time. Or so it must appear 
to all observers.  

• Durability: Once a transaction 
has been completed, it must 
stick, regardless of power 
failures or other incidents 
in scope of the transaction 
manager specification. 
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If the existing legacy database used for storing configuration is already fully transactional 
and supports all requirements that ConfD’s CDB fulfills, an integration with ConfD’s 
external database / DP API, might be possible for all or parts of the configuration. This 
integration would result in the existing legacy database being used instead of or in 
addition to use of CDB.

However, more often than not, the legacy DB, does not support ACID transactions and an 
integration with the external DB / DP API will not meet the requirements of the NETCONF 
standards and/or the orchestrator. 

For this scenario, using CDB as the configuration database and synchronizing with the 
legacy DB using the ConfD CDB API and MAAPI are preferable. Even better, if the legacy 
management interfaces can be replaced with the ConfD northbound management 
interfaces, such an integration can be made a quite straight forward.

There are a number of benefits to storing the configuration in ConfD’s built-in CDB 
database. To mention a few: 

• Configuration read and write performance. As writing and reading is done in the 
context of ConfD’s core engine, the performance of the use-case optimized ConfD 
CDB will perform better than reading and writing to an external database.

• Transaction handling of write operations. CDB makes sure that either all the write 
operations in a transaction are all written or none are written as expected from a 
transactional DB.

• A managed object application subscription mechanism is implemented by CDB and 
provided through the CDB API.
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• CDB schema is automatically generated from YANG models.

• CDB implements a schema upgrade mechanism that handles changes in YANG 
models.

• Since CDB is a hierarchical database, operations such as deleting all children under a 
YANG container or list is easy.

• The Data Provider API is internally integrated with CDB and there is no need to 
implement any mapping code to an external DB.

• CDB supports the NETCONF candidate datastore and the confirmed-commit 
operation, a key NETCONF feature for implementing network wide transactions 
in programmable networks. There is no need to implement confirmed-commit 
checkpointing to support this mechanism when using CDB like there when using an 
external database.

• CDB handles failure and session management of transactions. The application does 
not need to know or care about which session is doing what when subscribing to and 
reading the configuration from CDB

• High availability active-standby(s) replication is handled by CDB. 

For many existing systems that already have a number of existing management 
interfaces, such as a legacy proprietary CLI that its users rely on, a reality is that switching 
over to, for example, a Cisco-style CLI in one single step would be too disruptive. 
Therefore, the ConfD NETCONF/RESTCONF interfaces and possibly one of ConfD’s CLI 
styles, auto-rendered from the YANG data model, may have to co-exist with the legacy 
DB and legacy CLI.

To avoid the added complexity of out-of-band configuration of the legacy DB that has 
to be synchronized with ConfD’s CDB, best practice is to integrate the legacy CLI with 
ConfD through MAAPI.  If we can decouple the legacy CLI from the legacy DB and 
integrate the legacy CLI with MAAPI and ConfD, that would be the preferred solution. 
In the case of a trivial legacy CLI, it would be quite straight forward to change it to read 
and write the configuration data changes to/from CDB via MAAPI. In fact, the trickier 
write part is already done in the trivial CLI example we use below as maapi_set_object() 
and maapi_delete() has been injected to the places where changes are done to the 
legacy DB. If we remove the legacy DB and the read from and write to the DB done by 
the legacy CLI, and replace it completely with MAAPI calls to ConfD, the locking that is 
required to keep the consistency, at the cost of availability, in the distributed CDB and 
legacy partitions can be removed. An example of a legacy CLI integration with ConfD 
through MAAPI can be found in the ConfD examples under examples.confd/misc/maapi_
cli/cli_app.c. The maapi_cli example shows how a legacy CLI can be integrated with 
ConfD using MAAPI. 
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For legacy systems where the legacy CLI is too tightly integrated with the legacy DB and 
the above is not possible, a two way synchronization mechanism is needed to always 
ensure that CDB and the legacy DB data are always in sync. For configuration data in 
particular, full consistency between the legacy DB and CDB is a requirement to keep 
the system fully ACID compliant, which is a key part of a transactional programmable 
network.
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3.  CAP Theorem

A two way synchronization solution between CDB and the legacy DB introduces 
additional locking requirements which sacrifices some availability on the legacy DB 
and ConfD CDB to ensure that the integrated distributed system, here partitioned into 
two databases, presents a consistent view to managers reading from and writing to the 
system.

The CAP theorem, formulated in 1998 by Eric Brewer, with the mathematical proof 
published in 2002, states that our ConfD CDB and legacy DB based system, when 
shared in a network, can have at most two of three desirable properties:

• Consistency (C) equivalent to having a single up-to-date copy of the data (not to be 
confused with Consistency in ACID)

• Availability (A) of that data (for updates)

• Tolerance to network partitions (P)

A system where ConfD CDB is fully synchronized with a legacy DB and legacy CLI 
and deployed in a programmable network, we need the Partition Tolerance (P).  Also, 
since most configuration data in a network needs Consistency (C), we therefore have to 
sacrifice some Availability (A) through locking the DBs.
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4.  A Distributed Fully Synchronous Legacy  
     and ConfD Management System 
 
In this application note we tackle the least disruptive integration solution. A proprietary 
legacy CLI which accesses the legacy DB directly is exposed while NETCONF, 
RESTCONF, and Cisco-style CLI management interfaces are provided through ConfD. 
While this is the most advanced setup we have addressed up to this point in this 
application note, very little new functionality need to be added to support this setup since 
ConfD’s built-in transaction engine can be used to solve the complex consistency issues.

In this application note, the configuration data we expose over our northbound interfaces 
is here represented as a simple list of routes. In YANG, we implement this list with a key 
of type string and four leafs with type int32. A YANG action, in addition to a legacy CLI 
command, is used to store the data from CDB and the legacy DB into a file format that our 
super primitive legacy DB can understand and be restored from.

module routes {
  yang-version 1.1;
  namespace “http://tail-f.com/ns/example/routes/1.0”;
  prefix r;

  import tailf-common { prefix tailf; }

  container routes {
    list route {
      key “id”;
      leaf id {
 type string {
   length “7”;
   pattern “[0-9]{7}”;
 }
      }
      leaf leaf1 {
 type int32 {
   range 0..max;
 }
 mandatory true;
      }
      leaf leaf2 {
 type int32 {
   range 0..max;
 }
 mandatory true;
      }
      leaf leaf3 {
 type int32 {
   range 0..max;
 }
 mandatory true;
      }
      leaf leaf4 {
 type int32 {
   range 0..max;
 }
 mandatory true;
      }
    }
    action dump {
      tailf:actionpoint dump-point;
    }
  }
}
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ConfD CDB’s database schema is based on this YANG model. The legacy DB’s database 
is represented by a small C-struct.

We divide this example system into two threads. One that synchronizes changes in ConfD 
CDB to the legacy database called cdb_subscriber_thread and another that synchronizes 
changes from the legacy DB/CLI to CDB called tiny_cli_thread.

 

#define ID_SIZE 8

/* This _is_ our database */
struct route {
  char id[ID_SIZE];
  int leaf1;
  int leaf2;
  int leaf3;
  int leaf4;
};

void* tiny_cli_thread(void *arg)
{
  struct confd_ip ip;
  char *cliname = “tinycli”;
  const char *groups[] = { “admin” };
  struct confd_cs_node *object = confd_cs_node_cd(NULL,  ROUTE_PATH”{%s}”);
  nrvals = confd_max_object_size(object);
  init_legacy_db();
  /* Wait for the legacy CLI to initialize */
  maapi_wait_start(maapi_socket_cli, 2);
  ip.af = AF_INET;
  inet_pton(AF_INET, “127.0.0.1”, &ip.ip.v4);
  if ((maapi_start_user_session(maapi_socket_cli, “admin”, cliname,
    groups, sizeof(groups) / sizeof(*groups),
    &ip, CONFD_PROTO_TCP) != CONFD_OK)) {
    confd_fatal(“failed to start user session\n”);
  }
  /* We need to share the session id so that the subscriber can id us 
     and avoid writing data writen to CDB back to the legacy db */
  clisessid = maapi_get_my_user_session_id(maapi_socket_cli);
  /* Handle legacy CLI events */
  while (1) {
    struct pollfd set[1];
    set[0].fd = 0;
    set[0].events = POLLIN;
    set[0].revents = 0;
    if (poll(set, sizeof(set)/sizeof(*set), -1) < 0) {
      perror(“Poll failed:”);
      continue;
    }
    /* Check for I/O */
    if (read_stdin && (set[0].revents & POLLIN)) {
      /* Handle legacy CLI input */
      handle_stdin();
    }
  }
}
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void* cdb_subscriber_thread(void *arg)
{
  init_cdb_sync();
  /* Handle CDB subscriber events */
  while (1) {
    struct pollfd set[3];
    int ret;
    set[0].fd = ctlsock;
  set[0].events = POLLIN; set[0].revents = 0;
    set[1].fd = workersock;
    set[1].events = POLLIN; set[1].revents = 0;
    set[2].fd = subsock;
    set[2].events = POLLIN; set[2].revents = 0;
    if (poll(set, sizeof(set)/sizeof(*set), -1) < 0) {
      perror(“Poll failed:”);
      continue;
    }
    /* Check for I/O */
    if (set[0].revents & POLLIN) {
      if ((ret = confd_fd_ready(dctx, ctlsock)) == CONFD_EOF) {
 confd_fatal(“Control socket closed\n”);
      } else if (ret == CONFD_ERR && confd_errno != CONFD_ERR_EXTERNAL) {
 confd_fatal(“Error on control socket request: %s (%d): %s\n”,
      confd_strerror(confd_errno), confd_errno, confd_lasterr());
      }
    }
    if (set[1].revents & POLLIN) {
      if ((ret = confd_fd_ready(dctx, workersock)) == CONFD_EOF) {
 confd_fatal(“Worker socket closed\n”);
      } else if (ret == CONFD_ERR && confd_errno != CONFD_ERR_EXTERNAL) {
 confd_fatal(“Error on worker socket request: %s (%d): %s\n”,
      confd_strerror(confd_errno), confd_errno, confd_lasterr());
      }
    }
    if (set[2].revents & POLLIN) {
      int sub_points[1];
      int reslen;
      /* Handle CDB modifications subscriber event */
      if ((ret = cdb_read_subscription_socket(subsock,
           &sub_points[0],
           &reslen)) != CONFD_OK) {
 confd_fatal(“cdb_read_subscription_socket failed\n”);
      }
      if (reslen > 0) {
 int nvals;
 confd_tag_value_t *val;
 /* Check that the session id does not match the legacy CLI */
 if(cdb_get_user_session(subsock) != clisessid) {
   /* Get the CDB modifications in tag value array format */
   if ((ret = cdb_get_modifications(subsock, 
        sub_points[0], 
        CDB_GET_MODS_INCLUDE_LISTS, 
        &val, 
        &nvals, 
        ROUTES_PATH)) == CONFD_OK) {
     /* Handle the CDB modifications we got in tag value format and write 
        them to the legacy DB */ 
     handle_modifications(val, nvals);
     free_tag_values(val, nvals);
     free(val);
     /* Done syncing the updates. Release the read lock on the 
        legacy DB */
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     pthread_mutex_unlock(&lock);
   } else {
     confd_fatal(“failed to get modifications\n”);
   }
 }
 /* Done syncing the updates to the legacy DB */
 if ((ret = cdb_sync_subscription_socket(subsock,
      CDB_DONE_PRIORITY))
     != CONFD_OK) {
   confd_fatal(“failed to sync subscription\n”);
 }
      }
    }
  }
}

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
  int ret;
  int debuglevel = CONFD_TRACE;
  int oc;             /* option character */
  char *progname = “cdb_sync_legacy_db”; 
  while ((oc = getopt(argc, argv, “qdtp”)) != -1) {
    switch (oc) {
    case ‘q’:
      debuglevel = CONFD_SILENT;
      break;
    case ‘d’:
      debuglevel = CONFD_DEBUG;
      break;
    case ‘t’:
      debuglevel = CONFD_TRACE;
      break;
    case ‘p’:
      debuglevel = CONFD_PROTO_TRACE;
      break;
    default:
      fprintf(stderr, “usage: routes_extdb [-qdtp]\n”);
      exit(1);
    }
  }
  /* Init library  */
  confd_init(progname, stderr, debuglevel);
  /* Initialize daemon context */
  if ((dctx = confd_init_daemon(progname)) == NULL)
    confd_fatal(“Failed to initialize confd\n”);
  addr.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr(“127.0.0.1”);
  addr.sin_family = AF_INET;
  addr.sin_port = htons(CONFD_PORT);
  if (confd_load_schemas((struct sockaddr *)&addr,
    sizeof(struct sockaddr_in)) != CONFD_OK) {
    confd_fatal(“Failed to load schemas from confd\n”);
  }
  if (maapi_sock(&maapi_socket_cli) != CONFD_OK) {
    confd_fatal(“Failed to setup CLI MAAPI socket\n”);
  }
  if (pthread_mutex_init(&lock, NULL) != 0) {
    printf(“\n mutex init failed\n”);
    return 1;
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  }
  ret = pthread_create(&(tid[0]), NULL, &cdb_subscriber_thread, NULL);
  if (ret != 0)
    printf(“\ncan’t create thread :[%s]”, strerror(ret));
  ret = pthread_create(&(tid[1]), NULL, &tiny_cli_thread, NULL);
  if (ret != 0)
    printf(“\ncan’t create thread :[%s]”, strerror(ret));
  pthread_join(tid[0], NULL);
  pthread_join(tid[1], NULL);
  pthread_mutex_destroy(&lock);
  return 0;
}

5.  Using ConfD’s Start-Phases to Sync with the Legacy DB at Startup 
 
To sync ConfD with a legacy DB before exposing the northbound management interfaces 
(NETCONF, CLI, legacy CLI ...) to the network manager, we use ConfD’s start-phases 
and init transaction to populate the content from ConfD CDB to the legacy DB. As the 
init transaction is running in start-phase 0 and committed at the end of start-phase 0, 
we can have the legacy DB attach to the init transaction of ConfD. If the legacy DB has 
configuration persistently stored or a configuration backup file present, we can initialize 
both CDB and the legacy DB from that configuration. If CDB has persistently stored data, 
we can do an initial synchronization between the two DBs using that data. If both the 
legacy DB and ConfD have data persistently stored at startup, it is up to the synchronizer 
implementation to decide which data has priority and commit the data to its local CDB 
using its local init transaction.

When we are done synchronizing the initial configuration, ConfD enters start-phase 1. 
All applications now connect their subscribers, data providers, validators, etc., to the 
legacy DB and possibly directly to ConfD for part of the data. As soon as the applications 
have setup their subscribers, data providers, etc., ConfD is brought up to start-phase 2 
and all northbound interfaces, including the legacy CLI are now up and running with the 
configuration in sync listening for incoming read and write transactions. 
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static void init_legacy_db()
{
  int th;
  /* Attach to the init transaction towards CDB RUNNING datastore */
  maapi_attach_init(maapi_socket_cli, &th);
  /* Initialize our simple database */
  if(restore(th, “legacy.db”) == CONFD_OK) {
    printf(“Restored from legacy.db\n”);
  } else {
    confd_value_t v[ENTRIES_PER_REQUEST*nrvals];
    int nobj, ret, i;
    struct maapi_cursor mc;
    maapi_init_cursor(maapi_socket_cli, th, &mc, ROUTE_PATH);
    do {
      nobj = ENTRIES_PER_REQUEST;
      ret = maapi_get_objects(&mc, v, nrvals, &nobj);
      if (ret >= 0 && nobj > 0) {
 for (i = 0; i < nobj; i++) {
   /* new_route(id, leaf1, leaf2, leaf3, leaf4); */
   new_route((char *)CONFD_GET_BUFPTR(&v[i*nrvals]),
      CONFD_GET_INT32(&v[i*nrvals+1]),
      CONFD_GET_INT32(&v[i*nrvals+2]),
      CONFD_GET_INT32(&v[i*nrvals+3]),
      CONFD_GET_INT32(&v[i*nrvals+4])
      );
 }
 printf(“Restored from CDB\n”);
      } else if (ret < 0) {
 confd_fatal(“get_objects failed\n”);
      } else if (nobj == 0) { /* ret == 0 CDB is empty */
 printf(“Starting with an empty DB\n”);
      }
    } while (ret >= 0 && mc.n != 0);
    maapi_destroy_cursor(&mc);
  }
  /* Initialization done */
  maapi_start_phase(maapi_socket_cli, 1, 1);
}

static void init_cdb_sync()
{
  int maapi_socket_cdb;
  struct confd_action_cbs acb;
  if (maapi_sock(&maapi_socket_cdb) != CONFD_OK) {
    confd_fatal(“Failed to setup MAAPI socket\n”);
  }
  /* Wait for the legacy CLI to initialize */
  maapi_wait_start(maapi_socket_cdb, 1);
  /* Transaction callbacks */
  trans.init = t_init;
  trans.trans_lock = t_trans_lock;
  trans.trans_unlock = t_trans_unlock;
  trans.write_start = t_write_start;
  trans.prepare = NULL;
  trans.abort = NULL;
  trans.commit = NULL;
  trans.finish = t_finish;
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  /* Init the CDB subscriber to get notified of any updates to the CDB configu-
ration */
  cdb_sub();
  if ((ctlsock = socket(PF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0)) < 0 )
    confd_fatal(“Failed to open ctlsocket\n”);
  /* Create the first control socket, all requests to */
  /* create new transactions arrive here */
  if (confd_connect(dctx, ctlsock, CONTROL_SOCKET, (struct sockaddr*)&addr,
      sizeof (struct sockaddr_in)) < 0) {
    confd_fatal(“Failed to confd_connect() to confd \n”);
  }
  /* Also establish a workersocket, this is the most simple */
  /* case where we have just one ctlsock and one workersock */
  if ((workersock = socket(PF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0)) < 0 )
    confd_fatal(“Failed to open workersocket\n”);
  if (confd_connect(dctx, workersock, WORKER_SOCKET,(struct sockaddr*)&addr,
      sizeof (struct sockaddr_in)) < 0)
    confd_fatal(“Failed to confd_connect() to confd \n”);
  confd_register_trans_cb(dctx, &trans);
  /* register the action handler callback */
  memset(&acb, 0, sizeof(acb));
  strcpy(acb.actionpoint, “dump-point”);
  acb.init = init_action;
  acb.action = do_action;
  if (confd_register_action_cbs(dctx, &acb) != CONFD_OK)
    confd_fatal(“Couldn’t register action callbacks\n”);
  if (confd_register_done(dctx) != CONFD_OK)
    confd_fatal(“Couldn’t complete callback registration\n”);
  /* We are ready to open the northbound managment interfaces */
  fprintf(stderr, “start-phase %d\n”, 2);
  maapi_start_phase(maapi_socket_cdb, 2, 0);
  close(maapi_socket_cdb);
}

static int dump(char *filename) {
  FILE *fp;
  int i;
  /* Avoid that the CDB subscriber write to the DB while we are dumping the 
legacy DB */
  pthread_mutex_lock(&lock);

  if ((fp = fopen(filename, “w”)) == NULL)
    return CONFD_ERR;
  for (i=0; i<num_routes; i++) {
    fprintf(fp, “%s %d %d %d %d\n”,
     legacy_db[i].id,
     legacy_db[i].leaf1,
     legacy_db[i].leaf2,
     legacy_db[i].leaf3,
     legacy_db[i].leaf4);

The YANG action from the YANG model is handled by an action handler that dumps the 
legacy DB content into a file that can be used to restore the legacy DB and CDB. The 
dump functionality is shared between the action handler and the legacy CLI command.
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  }
  fclose(fp);
  pthread_mutex_unlock(&lock);
  return CONFD_OK;
}
static int init_action(struct confd_user_info *uinfo)
{
    int ret = CONFD_OK;
    printf(“init_action called\n”);
    confd_action_set_fd(uinfo, workersock);
    return ret;
}
static int do_action(struct confd_user_info *uinfo,
                     struct xml_tag *name,
                     confd_hkeypath_t *kp,
                     confd_tag_value_t *params,
                     int n)
{
  return dump(“legacy.db”);
}

6.  A Trivial Legacy CLI and Synchronizing Changes to CDB

To show how a trivial legacy CLI and legacy DB running in its own thread can be 
integrated with ConfD we use the trivial CLI from the ConfD example set under examples.
confd/intro/6-c_config/hosts.c. The 6-c_config example shows how a legacy CLI and DB 
can be integrated with ConfD using the extDB / DP API bypassing the CDB RUNNING 
datastore. In this application note, we will keep CDB and replicate the configuration data 
between the legacy DB and ConfD CDB as it changes. 

In the legacy CLI example code below, we have kept the legacy CLI integration with 
the legacy DB.  When we change the legacy DB, we first get a global write lock on all 
of ConfD’s northbound interfaces to check that there is no transaction with changes in 
progress towards CDB. Once we know that we are the next transaction to be handled by 
ConfD’s transaction manager, we unlock the write lock on ConfD’s northbound interfaces, 
set the changes in CDB, followed by setting the changes in the legacy DB.
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When reading from the legacy DB through the legacy CLI, we need to use a mutex lock 
to ensure that the synchronization mechanism does not replicate any changes written to 
CDB to the legacy DB while the legacy CLI is reading from the legacy DB.
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/* Ultra primitive CLI which manipulates our “database” */
static void handle_stdin()
{
  char *tok;
  char line[BUFSIZ];
  int ret, j, th;
  static char curroute[255];
  char currprompt[255] = “> “;
  struct route *r = NULL;
  confd_value_t vals[5];
  char *sep = “ \r\n”;
  char id[ID_SIZE];
  int leaf1, leaf2, leaf3, leaf4;
  if ((ret = read(0, line, BUFSIZ)) <= 0) {
    fprintf(stderr, “EOF\n”);
    read_stdin = 0;
    return;
  }
  line[ret] = 0;

  if ((tok = strtok(line, sep)) != NULL) {
    if (strcmp(tok,”show”) == 0) {
      /* Acquire lock so that the CDB subcriber does not write to 
  the legacy DB while we are reading */
      pthread_mutex_lock(&lock);
      if (curroute[0] == 0) {
 if((tok = strtok(NULL, sep)) == NULL) {
   show_db();
 } else {
   show_route(tok);
 }
   }
   else {
 if((tok = strtok(NULL, sep)) == NULL) {
   show_route(&curroute[0]);
 } else {
   show_route(tok);
 }
      }
      pthread_mutex_unlock(&lock);
    }
    else if (strcmp (tok, “route”) == 0) {
      char *usage = “usage: route <rid leaf1 leaf2 leaf3 leaf4>\n”;
      if((tok = strtok(NULL, sep)) == NULL) {printf(“%s”,usage); return;}
      sprintf(&id[0], “%07d”, atoi(tok));
      if((tok = strtok(NULL, sep)) == NULL) {printf(“%s”,usage); return;}
      leaf1 = atoi(tok);
      if((tok = strtok(NULL, sep)) == NULL) {printf(“%s”,usage); return;}
      leaf2 = atoi(tok);
      if((tok = strtok(NULL, sep)) == NULL) {printf(“%s”,usage); return;}
      leaf3 = atoi(tok);
      if((tok = strtok(NULL, sep)) == NULL) {printf(“%s”,usage); return;}
      leaf4 = atoi(tok);
      /* Take a northbound API (e.g. NETCONF, REST, ..) write lock CDB */
      if((ret = maapi_lock(maapi_socket_cli, CONFD_RUNNING)) != CONFD_OK) {
 printf(“write failed: database locked\n”);
 return;
      }
      /* Start the MAAPI transaction towards CDB RUNNING datastore */
      if ((th = maapi_start_trans(maapi_socket_cli, CONFD_RUNNING, CONFD_
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READ_WRITE)) < 0) {
confd_fatal(“failed to start trans\n”);
      }
      j=0;
      CONFD_SET_STR(&vals[j], id); j++;
      CONFD_SET_INT32(&vals[j], leaf1); j++;
      CONFD_SET_INT32(&vals[j], leaf2); j++;
      CONFD_SET_INT32(&vals[j], leaf3); j++;
      CONFD_SET_INT32(&vals[j], leaf4); j++;
      /* We set the list entry / row / object in one maapi_set_object() call  
 */
      if ((ret = maapi_set_object(maapi_socket_cli, th, vals, j, ROUTE_PATH))  
 < 0) {
   confd_fatal(“maapi_set_object() failed\n”);
      }
  /* Validate + prepare + commit the MAAPI transaction */
      if (maapi_apply_trans(maapi_socket_cli, th, 0) != CONFD_OK) {
   printf(“apply_trans failed %s (%d): %s”,
           confd_strerror(confd_errno), confd_errno, confd_last 
 err());
 if((ret = maapi_unlock(maapi_socket_cli, CONFD_RUNNING)) != CONFD_OK) {
   printf(“failed to unlock the database\n”);
 }
 if (maapi_finish_trans(maapi_socket_cli, th) != CONFD_OK) {
   confd_fatal(“finish_trans failed\n”);
 }
 return;
      }
      if (maapi_finish_trans(maapi_socket_cli, th) != CONFD_OK) {
   confd_fatal(“finish_trans failed\n”);
      }
      if ((r = find_route(id)) == NULL) {
   /* create a new route */
   new_route(id, leaf1, leaf2, leaf3, leaf4);
   strcpy(&curroute[0], id);
      } else {
   mod_route(r, leaf1, leaf2, leaf3, leaf4);
   strcpy(&curroute[0], r->id);
      }
      /* Relese the write lock on CDB */
      if((ret = maapi_unlock(maapi_socket_cli, CONFD_RUNNING)) != CONFD_OK) {
   printf(“failed to unlock the database\n”);
   return;
      }
    }
    else if (strcmp(tok, “del”) == 0) {
      if (curroute[0] == 0) {
   /* we’re deleting a route */
   if ((tok = strtok(NULL, sep)) == NULL) {
     printf(“usage: del <route id>\n”);
      return;
   }
 else {
   if ((r = find_route(tok)) != NULL) {
     /* Take a northbound API (e.g. NETCONF, REST, ..) write lock CDB */
     if((ret = maapi_lock(maapi_socket_cli, CONFD_RUNNING)) != CONFD_OK)  
 {
       printf(“delete failed: database locked\n”);
       return;
     }
     /* Start the MAAPI transaction towards CDB RUNNING datastore */
     if ((th = maapi_start_trans(maapi_socket_cli, CONFD_RUNNING,
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    CONFD_READ_WRITE)) < 0) {
       confd_fatal(“failed to start trans\n”);
     }
     /* Delete any existing routes in CDB */
     if ((ret = maapi_delete(maapi_socket_cli, th, ROUTE_PATH”{%s}”, r- 
  >id)) < 0) {
       confd_fatal(“maapi_delete() failed\n”);
     }
     /* Validate + prepare + commit the MAAPI transaction */
     if (maapi_apply_trans(maapi_socket_cli, th, 0) != CONFD_OK) {
      printf(“apply_trans failed %s (%d): %s”,
          confd_strerror(confd_errno), confd_errno, confd_ 
  lasterr());
       if((ret = maapi_unlock(maapi_socket_cli, CONFD_RUNNING)) !=   
  CONFD_OK) {
    printf(“failed to unlock the database\n”);
       }
       if (maapi_finish_trans(maapi_socket_cli, th) != CONFD_OK) {
    confd_fatal(“finish_trans failed\n”);
       }
       return;
     }
     if (maapi_finish_trans(maapi_socket_cli, th) != CONFD_OK) {
       confd_fatal(“finish_trans failed\n”);
     }
        remove_route(r->id);
        /* Relese the write lock on CDB */
          if((ret = maapi_unlock(maapi_socket_cli, CONFD_RUNNING)) !=  
  CONFD_OK) {
         printf(“failed to unlock the database\n”);
         return;
     }
   }
 }
      }

 else {
 /* we have a current route choosen, we’re deleting it */
 if ((tok = strtok(NULL, sep)) != NULL) {
   printf(“usage: del\n”);
   return;
 }
 /* Take a northbound API (e.g. NETCONF, REST, ..) write lock CDB */
 if((ret = maapi_lock(maapi_socket_cli, CONFD_RUNNING)) != CONFD_OK) {
   printf(“delete failed: database locked\n”);
   return;
 }
 /* Start the MAAPI transaction towards CDB RUNNING datastore */
 if ((th = maapi_start_trans(maapi_socket_cli, CONFD_RUNNING, CONFD_  
 READ_WRITE)) < 0)
 {
   confd_fatal(“failed to start trans\n”);
 }
 /* Delete any existing routes in CDB */
 if ((ret = maapi_delete(maapi_socket_cli, th, ROUTE_PATH”{%s}”, r->id)) 
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 < 0) {
   confd_fatal(“maapi_delete() failed\n”);
 }
 /* Validate + prepare + commit the MAAPI transaction */
 if (maapi_apply_trans(maapi_socket_cli, th, 0) != CONFD_OK) {
   printf(“apply_trans failed %s (%d): %s”,
   confd_strerror(confd_errno), confd_errno, confd_lasterr());
   if((ret = maapi_unlock(maapi_socket_cli, CONFD_RUNNING)) != CONFD_OK)  
 {
     printf(“failed to unlock the database\n”);
   }
   if (maapi_finish_trans(maapi_socket_cli, th) != CONFD_OK) {
     confd_fatal(“finish_trans failed\n”);
   }
   return;
 }
 if (maapi_finish_trans(maapi_socket_cli, th) != CONFD_OK) {
   confd_fatal(“finish_trans failed\n”);
 }
 remove_route(curroute);
 curroute[0] = 0;
 /* Relese the write lock on CDB */
 if((ret = maapi_unlock(maapi_socket_cli, CONFD_RUNNING)) != CONFD_OK) {
   printf(“failed to unlock the database\n”);
   return;
 }
      }  
   }
   else if (strcmp(tok, “up”) == 0) {
    curroute[0] = 0;
   }
   else if (strcmp(tok,”quit”) == 0) {
    exit(0);
   }
   else if (strcmp(tok,”load”) == 0) {
    char *fname = strtok(NULL, sep);
     if (!fname) {
   printf(“usage: load <file>\n”);
   return;
      }
      if ((ret = restore(-1, fname)) == CONFD_ERR) {
   printf(“failed to open %s for reading \n”, fname);
   return;
      }
   }
   else if (strcmp(tok,”dump”) == 0) {
    char *fname = strtok(NULL, sep);
      if (!fname) {
   printf(“usage: save <file>\n”);
      }
      if (dump(fname) == CONFD_ERR) {
   printf(“failed to open %s for writing \n”, fname);
   return;
      }
      printf(“dumped to %s\n”, fname);
   }
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 else {
      printf (
       “show \n”
       “route <id> <leaf1> <leaf2> <leaf3> <leaf4>   - to create new  
 route\n”
       “del <id>\n”
       “up \n”
       “quit \n”
       “load <file>  -  to load db from <file> \n”
       “dump <file>  -  to dump db to <file> \n”
       );
    }
  }
  if (curroute[0] != 0) {
  if ((r = find_route(curroute)) == NULL) {
    strcpy(currprompt, “> “);
      curroute[0] = 0;
    }
    else {
      sprintf(&currprompt[0], “[%s] > “, r->id);
    }
 }
 else {
    strcpy(currprompt, “> “);
 }
 printf(“%s”, &currprompt[0]);
 fflush(stdout);
 return;
}

7.  Synchronizing from CDB to the Legacy DB

Replicating from CDB to the legacy DB is simply done by first registering a callback with 
the ConfD transaction manager so that our callback, handled by the CDB synchronizer 
thread, is triggered when the transaction manager locks CDB just before going into the 
validate phase of the transaction. Here we take a read lock on the legacy CLI to ensure 
we don’t write to the legacy DB while the legacy CLI thread is reading from it. 

A CDB subscriber is registered through the CDB API.  The configuration modifications 
done through any of the ConfD northbound interfaces, e.g. NETCONF, CLI etc., are read 
upon receiving a CDB subscriber event as part of the ConfD transaction using confd_
get_modifications(). The changes are set to the legacy DB as the modifications are parsed 
by the synchronizer application.
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typedef enum {CREATE, MODIFY, DELETE} modification_type;
static void handle_modifications(confd_tag_value_t *val, int nvals)
{
  int i;
  char id[8];
  int leaf1, leaf2, leaf3, leaf4;
  struct route *r;
  modification_type mod;
  /* Init leafs to indicate no modifications */
  leaf1 = leaf2 = leaf3 = leaf4 = -1;
  for (i=0; i<nvals; i++) {  
    switch (CONFD_GET_TAG_VALUE(&val[i])->type) {
    case C_XMLBEGIN:
      /* Set to ‘CREATE’ for now, check if id key exists next iteration */
      mod = CREATE;
      break;
      case C_XMLBEGINDEL:
      mod = DELETE;
      break;
      case C_XMLEND:
      /* perform the modifications */
      switch (mod) {
      case CREATE:
 /* create a new route */
 new_route(id, leaf1, leaf2, leaf3, leaf4);
 break;
      case MODIFY:
 /* modify an existing route */
 mod_route(r, leaf1, leaf2, leaf3, leaf4);
 break;
      case DELETE:
 /* delete a route */
 remove_route(id);
 break;
      default:
 break;
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      }
      break;
      case C_XMLTAG:
      break;
      case C_NOEXISTS:
      break;
      default:
      switch (CONFD_GET_TAG_TAG(&val[i])) {
      case r_id:
 /* Get id key value */
 strcpy(&id[0], (char *)CONFD_GET_BUFPTR(CONFD_GET_TAG_VALUE(&val[i])));
 /* Check if id key exists */
 if ((r = find_route(id)) != NULL) {
   if(mod == CREATE) {
     /* Key exists, modify leaf(s) */
     mod = MODIFY;
   } /* else mod == DELETE */
 }
 break;
      case r_leaf1:
 leaf1 = CONFD_GET_INT32(CONFD_GET_TAG_VALUE(&val[i]));
 break;
      case r_leaf2:
 leaf2 = CONFD_GET_INT32(CONFD_GET_TAG_VALUE(&val[i]));
 break;
      case r_leaf3:
 leaf3 = CONFD_GET_INT32(CONFD_GET_TAG_VALUE(&val[i]));
 break;
      case r_leaf4:
 leaf4 = CONFD_GET_INT32(CONFD_GET_TAG_VALUE(&val[i]));
 break;
      default:
 break;
      }
    }
  }
}

8.  ConfD Transaction Manager Callbacks

A ConfD transaction can be viewed as a conceptual state machine where the different 
phases of the transaction are different states where we can register for invocations of 
callback functions at state transitions. We can register for and utilize these transaction 
manager callbacks to take a lock on our legacy CLI client when a ConfD transaction takes 
a transaction lock before entering the validate state. The purpose of taking the lock here 
is to make sure that no manager reads from the legacy DB through the legacy CLI while 
we are writing the changes in the ConfD transaction to the legacy DB. 
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static int t_init(struct confd_trans_ctx *tctx)
{
  confd_trans_set_fd(tctx, workersock);
  return CONFD_OK;
}
static int t_trans_lock(struct confd_trans_ctx *tctx)
{
  if(tctx->dbname == CONFD_RUNNING && tctx->uinfo->usid != clisessid) {
    /* Lock the legacy DB for reading if the DB locked is CDB RUNNING 
       and the user session is not the legacy CLI session */
    pthread_mutex_lock(&lock);
  }
  return CONFD_OK;
}
static int t_trans_unlock(struct confd_trans_ctx *tctx)
{
  /* Unlock the legacy DB if the DB locked is CDB RUNNING
     and the user session is not the legacy CLI session */
  if(tctx->dbname == CONFD_RUNNING && tctx->uinfo->usid != clisessid) {
    pthread_mutex_unlock(&lock);
  }
  return CONFD_OK;
}

static int t_finish(struct confd_trans_ctx *tctx)
{
  /* Unlock the legacy DB if the DB locked is CDB RUNNING
     and the user session is not the legacy CLI session */
  if(tctx->dbname == CONFD_RUNNING && tctx->uinfo->usid != clisessid) {
    pthread_mutex_unlock(&lock);
  }
  return CONFD_OK;
}
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9.  Replicating from a ConfD Two-Phase Subscriber

If the legacy DB has validation code built-in and if we can replicate the configuration 
changes to the legacy DB without triggering the legacy application(s) waiting for 
configuration updates in the legacy DB, then we can utilize ConfD’s two phase 
subscription feature. Our synchronizer application can then write to the legacy DB 
as part of the ConfD transaction’s prepare phase. If we write to the legacy DB in the 
prepare phase of the ConfD transaction, we can still abort the transaction if writing the 
configuration changes to the legacy DB fail. However, we must then also be able to undo 
what we just wrote to the legacy DB if the manager, who initiated the transaction over a 
ConfD northbound interface, decides to abort the transaction. ConfD provides help here 
– by setting a flag parameter to CDB_GET_MODS_REVERSE with a call to cdb_get_
modificatoins() or ITER_WANT_REVERSE calling cdb_diff_iterate() two-phase subscribers 
can get/traverse the reverse change set in case of a CDB_SUB_ABORT notification.

10.  Summary

As we have seen, ConfD can efficiently integrate with legacy northbound management 
interfaces and databases, such as a legacy CLI and a legacy database running in separate 
threads, using only ConfD’s built-in transaction support and a simple mutual exclusion 
mechanism for synchronization together with a small synchronizer application that utilizes 
the ConfD’s CDB and Management Agent APIs. In addition, ConfD’s start phases can 
be utilized by the application to step-by-step bring up ConfD and the legacy system. 
Just as a network-wide NETCONF transaction is a key mechanism to automate network 
management, in ConfD the same built-in transaction mechanism can be effectively utilized 
to extend the ACID transaction properties to a legacy database with legacy northbound 
management interfaces. 
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For More Information

To learn more about ConfD, visit www.tail-f.com

Application Note: “ConfD Integration with  Legacy Systems Using the CDB API”: 
http://info.tail-f.com/confd-integration-with-legacy-systems-with-CDB-API

Application Note: “ConfD Active-Active Fully Synchronous HA Clusters”: 
http://info.tail-f.com/confd_synchronous_clusters

http://www.tail-f.com
http://info.tail-f.com/confd-integration-with-legacy-systems-with-CDB-API
http://info.tail-f.com/confd_synchronous_clusters
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